What are you thankful for? A time to reflect: 4

Under appropriately grey skies, the group jounced thousands of protesters to condemn the practices of the SOA, which has trained Latin American soldiers for 54 years. Protesters say SOA graduates have been linked to assassinations, tortures and other human rights abuses throughout Latin America. Army officials maintain that the school honors international justice and other human rights agreements. But protesters say SOA graduates have

Protesters wear white death masks and black robes as they carry coffins onto the army base in Fort Benning, Ga. They were marching against the School of the Americas, which trains Latin American soldiers.

By Andy Castagnola

FORT BENNING, Ga. — Five Cal Poly students and a campus minister defied federal law Sunday as they crossed onto the U.S. Army School of the Americas (SOA) in an organized act of civil disobedience.

Under approximately gloomy skies, the group jounced thousands of protesters to condemn the practices of the SOA, which has trained Latin American soldiers for 54 years. Protesters say SOA graduates have been linked to assassinations, tortures and other human rights abuses throughout Latin America. Army officials maintain that the school honors international justice and other human rights agreements. But protesters say SOA graduates have been connected to assassinations, tortures and other human rights abuses.

Protesters carried white, wooden crosses bearing the names of those killed by SOA-trained soldiers. As song leaders chanted the names and ages of the dead, the group slowly stepped across the white line marking the base entrance. After each name, the group responded, "I'm one of the thousands of people who all feel the same way."

Just before 11 a.m., those crossing base formed a line, 10 across and several blocks long. They carried white, wooden crosses bearing the names of those killed by SOA-trained soldiers. As song leaders chanted the names and ages of the dead, the group slowly stepped across the white line marking the base entrance. After each name, the group responded, "I'm one of the thousands of people who all feel the same way."

"Preserve," and raised their crosses. The first two dozen protesters, dressed in black robes and lifting mock coffins onto their shoulders, set the procession's somber tone.

Thirty-tents of a mile down the road, the coffin bearers stopped at a barricade of military police. They lowered the coffins to the ground, pointed red paint onto their robes and fed back the coffins. A priest and nun, defying military orders to set, marked the sign of the cross on each mocked prisoner. Immediately, military police began carrying the "dead" onto waiting buses, leaving the street and their clothes smeared with red.

Shawn led the mass of remaining protesters toward a second police barricade. Chants rose from the crowd:

"Give us our bras, the SOA has got to go," and "There ain't no power like the power of the people's will to stop."

Police gave the trespassers the option to either board the buses, which meant arrest and fingerprinting, or turn around and walk back through the gates.

About 1,700 protesters stood their ground and eventually boarded buses to a processing station, said Army spokesman Col. Joe Torres. They were issued letters banning them from Fort Benning for the next five years. The other half, including Cal Poly's contingent, decided to cross back over the line.

"We want to come back next year without having a 'banned-and-barred' letter so we can fully participate," said Shawn, a social science freshman.

"I'm one of the thousands of people who all feel the same way."

Sarah Elliott political science junior

Poly's ROTC first in West

By Adam Jarman

MUSTANG DAILY EDITOR IN CHIEF

"Best in the West" can be applied to yet another aspect of Cal Poly. The ROTC Ranger Challenge team took home a first-place trophy and a coveted symbol of its success this weekend.

"We brought home first-place from 22 schools in the west," said Eric Megerditchian, a five-year ROTC student and industrial technology senior.

With the first-place win came both a trophy and a wooden bear. Megerditchian said the bear is symbolic of the western brigade. The 150-pound carving has been proudly displayed at Brigham Young University for the past five years. Megerditchian said, "It's a highlight for the team, it's one of the biggest trophies we've ever won."
Although almost 90 percent of all rapes and attempted rapes are not reported at all, RAD differs from other self-defense classes in its intensity. Students endure approximately 10 hours of training and two hours of classroom instruction. The course began with an overview of safety tips and precautions for everyday life.

"Ninety percent of avoidance is being aware of your surroundings," said Lori Hashim, RAD instructor and University Police sergeant. "Yes, San Luis Obispo is a safe environment, but it doesn't mean that stuff can't happen. Even if you're living on campus, it doesn't mean that you're completely safe."

Some of the safety tips mentioned by Hashim for deterring intruders were: storing spare keys in non-obvious places, keeping drapes and shades closed at night as well as in early morning hours, keeping doors and bushes trimmed, investing in light timers, and arranging for mail to be picked up while on vacation.

The most unique part of the course occurred on Sunday, the final day of instruction. Students were able to put their skills to work.

Five male police officers dressed in visually intimidating red and black padded equipment suits. The women had to use their newly acquired skills to defend themselves in three different real-life attack scenarios that were played out in a serious manner. Officers shouted, cued and made offensive comments as students defended themselves against as many as four or five officers at a time.

Jeff Joint, University Police officer and RAD instructor, was the only male officer to train with the women during the first two days of the course.

"With some defense techniques, if employed effectively to an attacker, it only takes one strike, and that's it -- the fight is over," Joint said.

The idea behind the drills is to give women confidence that the skills they attained over the three-day period are accessible, practical and workable in a real life situation, Estelle said.

"You can do this," she said. "In a real-life situation, you're probably not going to be attacked by more than one person. If you were successful in the simulation, you will do well in real life.

Judging from the reactions of the women in the course, the exercises were effective in fostering confidence.

Being prepared is a big advantage, said Tracee Johnson, a history freshman. "Just taking this class we have a lot more confidence than other women," Johnson said, who attended the RAD course for the second time this past weekend. "We're probably not the ones that'll be picked on, but if we are, we know what to do and how to survive."

RAD courses are free, and students are encouraged to attend other courses periodically in order to build and practice the skills they have learned. Young Kwak, coordinator of student development in Mott Hall, was the only non-student to attend the course.

Kwak's first experience with RAD was at a course held at Harvard University. Kwak walked away from the course with a feeling of empowerment.

"It really makes a woman feel that they're not helpless, and that they can defend themselves and do some damage to the other person who's attacking you," Kwak said.

First time attendees also gained a renewed sense of confidence.

"It was completely amazing, the amount of power that came out of that class," said Marisa Eggering, a business sophomore.

Eggering, who is a resident adviser in Santa Lucia, said she's already recommended RAD to the students living in her hall.

"Everyone who focuses on it will gain something that will help them in a rape situation," she said.

The next course will take place next quarter, but space is limited to about 20 participants. To reserve a space for next quarter, contact the University Police at 756-2281.
Institute reaching toward future technologies

By Jon Hughes

At the dawn of a new millennium, breakthroughs in all areas of technology are occurring at a hectic pace. DNA research, medical innovations and computer technologies are developing rapidly, and it seems that new possibilities are revealed almost daily.

Many Cal Poly students might be surprised to learn that many ground-breaking technologies are currently being employed by an organization on campus: the Environmental Biotechnology Institute.

The EBI, established in June 1996, aims specifically to "explore biotechnological approaches to problem-solving in various areas of environmental biotechnology through the use of microorganisms and their products." Researchers are presently studying new venues in converting waste products to energy and disease control in agriculture.

The organization's list of accomplishments is already lengthy, and there are likely more to come. Its achievements include, among others, being the first in the world to isolate DNA from an insect encased in ancient amber (a La Jolla Park.) and designing and implementing a novel bioremediation process for restoration of a site polluted by petroleum.

Biorremediation is the removal or reduction of pollutants and contaminants with the intervention of biological entities such as fungi, plants or bacteria.

At least 12 Cal Poly faculty members are involved with the EBI, but participation of students is the key to the Institute's success, said founder and director Dr. Raul Cano.

"Student involvement is core to the program," said Cano, who has been a professor in the biological sciences department for 14 years. "That was really the way we set it up, so that we can provide an ongoing programmatic research experience for our students."

Apparentl y students have been taking advantage of the opportunity.

Participation is increasing at an alarming rate," Cano said. "We are reaching out carrying capacity."

The project that is currently receiving most of the EBI's focus is the restoration of the vegetation on the Guadalupe-Sipamo Dunes. The goal here is to use bioremediation to improve these areas.

The EBI has spawned numerous student senior projects in the last year. These range from genes in soil organisms, by Megan M. McEvoy in March 2000, to analysis of E. coli bacteria, by Trent Elliott in June 2000.

Corporate support for the EBI has been solid, with contributions from companies such as Unocal, Microscale Pharmaceuticals and Perkin-Elmer, a manufacturer of analytical instruments and life-sciences systems. Last June, Unocal donated $5.6 million to cover three years of research funds and two endowed chairs. A portion of the minimum of $6 million will help the Institute to cover facilities and equipment when it moves into Cal Poly's new Center for Science and Mathematics, which will also be covered by corporate support.

Such sponsorship has helped to establish the Institute among a select group of what EBI member and biological sciences department head V.L. Holland said is already a broad range of "thought leaders."

"We have expanded our range of studies to include an innovative and wide range of restoration technology," Cano said, noting the significance of Unocal's contribution to the Institute. In fact, Unocal has several students already working on the Dunes and will add 25 more. Cano forecasts that, in the future, EBI will involve itself in a variety of areas of research.

In addition to further efforts with the Guadalupe-Sipamo Dunes, it will focus on marine biotechnology, DNA and genome sequence research.

Despite the EBI's efforts with the Guadalupe-Sipamo Dunes, it will focus on marine biotechnology, DNA and genome sequence research.

The EBI's primary goal is environmental research, but the focus is on work force training for students entering the marketplace," he said. "We're centered on giving them skills that will help them make significant contributions in environmental research.

Your one-of-a-kind, own personal Web site

If you want to show off your good looks, make a million bucks, or be a political and moral force in the world, you'll need a Web site.

The fastest and cheapest way to establish identity on the ever-growing World Wide Web is to start at GeoCities.com. Whether you want to show off your pet peeves, fix xls that make you hurl, or express a pet peeve, fix xls that make you hurl, or express a political view, you'll need a Web site.

To start at GeoCities.com, you're now ready for Web development.

To update pages, GC offers PageBuilder, an awesome tool that allows you to edit your pages with ease. Use it to add the size and font of your text, or to upload and place a new picture within a fancy border. Like everything Yahoo, the user interface is very well done, clear, and allows for a productive and efficient Internet session.

Once you become comfortable with PageBuilder, try experimenting with the Advanced HTML Editor. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the code that tells the Web browser what to display, and how to display the "elements" (pictures, text, tables, sounds, etc...) Using the Advanced HTML Editor, you'll be able to add cool features and make your page even more unique. When you find yourself editing your pages using HTML, congrats. Your time is now worth $40 an hour to a dot-com employer, no joke.

You never know what might happen after launching your site. You might reconsider your passion for the Web, make new friends or get a job offer that just might lure you away from college. Three weeks after launching my site, a U.S. Representative from Utah told me he sympathized with my political cause against Israeli oppression (a rare find in Congress, I might add). He told me he'd tell his "good friend" Orrin Hatch to read my manifesto. You have to pay for that kind of access to a U.S. Senator, but with GeoCities, it's free.

Khaled Haf Saad is a computer science freshman.
Clinton, Nixon similarly visit Vietnam, China

Only Clinton could go to Vietnam – to update a popular saying from the 1970s. In light of the president’s recent visit to an Asian country, the similarity of the phrase conjures in relation to Nixon’s 1972 visit to China is striking. (In this column, I will overlook the fact that both presidents came dangerously close to leaving their office in a disgraced hurry, while mananinn to salvage presidents came dannerously close tt) leavinn their conflict, and was not simply removed from all that happened there, he is not returning to Vietnam as a soldier who once faced the numerous atrocities that occurred there. He is, at least for this reason, the ideal candidate to visit the country. As a national leader and notable absentee from the war, he brings with him the best of both political and diplomatic worlds.

Similarly, in the 1970s, Nixon’s staunch anti-Communist stance made him the seemingly perfect choice as a visitor. While we, as Americans, were suspicious of what could happen to him during his visit to a country we basically feared, we trusted Nixon to hold his own. He came through successfully, leading to the creation of the phrase, “Only Nixon could go to China.”

Nixon was the first American president to visit China while in office. His trip aided in establishing goodwill and furthering trade lines with China. Similarly, Clinton is the first American president to visit Vietnam since 1969, making the trip an amazingly historic event. His talks have also been successful in dispelling notions of animosity and establishing trade.

An obvious difference between the two situations is the apparent lack of interest in Clinton’s visit. In the 1970s, newspapers were plastered with pictures of Nixon eating Chinese food and shaking Chairman Mao’s hand.

Unfortunately, for Clinton’s trip, our newspapers and other media have been swamped with stories about the Florida vote, Japan bus dispute and about national headlines have covered front pages with any variation of the words: “Bush,” “Gore,” “vote,” “election” and “battle.” Even a story about Clinton in Vietnam that stopped to mention the current happenings in Florida. I don’t mean to downplay the seriousness of the situation our nation is currently in, but I think we could stand to see a little more information on Clinton’s visit to a country with which we share such a rich, tragic history. Considering how most of the news articles about the trouble in Florida say virtually the same thing, we wouldn’t really be missing all that much if the media decided to cut back on butterfly ballots for a while to focus on international issues.

Ryan Miller is the Mustang Daily opinion editor.

Clintom, Nixon similarly visit Vietnam, China

My mother is still alive.

I am very thankful.

In 1997, two weeks before my high school graduation, she came very close to dying.

The school my mom worked for had a policy of requiring parents to drop-off and pick up their children in a parking lot next to the school. The parking lot had a gradual incline.

A truck, for reasons unclear to this day, rolled down the hill toward where my mom stood with the children she was supervising.

Once it became apparent to her that the children could not get out of the way she dove at the truck with hopes of somehow stopping it.

She ran headfirst into it. The truck’s momentum continued. She slipped from the top of the truck’s hood down towards the bumper. She was then dragged back toward 12 students and the curb behind them.

The truck eventually came to rest, pinning her to the curb. The distance between the curb and the truck was separated by my mom’s rib cage. This distance prevented any serious injury to the 12 children. This distance rested the weight of the truck on her vertebrae, crushing one of them.

I am grateful she is still alive. More than three years later, she continues to recuperate, one day at a time.

This ultimate act of selflessness forever changed my outlook on life. It took time for the change to occur. And as time passes, I continue to meditate on that act. I continue to learn from it.

I am thankful for my father. His dedication to my existence has allowed me to come to Cal Poly, to live alone near the ocean and to focus entirely on what I want to do. He has not required me to hold a job during the school year. This is unique, because I am 22 years old. A lot of my friends at this same age are forced to hold part-time jobs to pay for their education.

I am thankful for my brother. Each time I get the chance to surf with him I get re-exposed about life. Seeing him happy in the surf helps to recharge my energy for life and I am thankful for that.

I am thankful for my girlfriend. She is a gift. She adds to my happiness. She is both my friend and my date.

As a student, I am thankful for all those people who have taught me something. From my professors, to fellow students, I am most grateful for those who have shaken me out of a bland lifestyle.

Many of us here are young. This feeling of youthful energy is a fleeting state. The health with which most of us enjoy energy for life and I am thankful for that.

Our very location is a source of much beauty and peace. I think we all can be thankful for that. That is one reason taking to truly give thanks
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As a student, I am thankful for all those people who have taught me something. From my professors, to fellow students, I am most grateful for those who have shaken me out of a bland lifestyle.

Many of us here are young. This feeling of youthful energy is a fleeting state. The health with which most of us enjoy energy for life and I am thankful for that.

Our very location is a source of much beauty and peace. I think we all can be thankful for that. That is one reason most of us left the big cities in the North, the East and the South. San Luis Obispo is a unique place in California. I hope I don’t take this for granted, and I hope you don’t either.

When I was assigned this commentary, I was told to be creative, humorous, thoughtful and touching. In order to do this, I have tried to be very honest, so I have written a letter of thanks to the one who has helped create me, my mom.

Thanksgiving Day was created to give us a chance to be grateful. The dictator takes it one step further, “A day appointed for giving thanks for divine goodness.”

Matt Smart is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff writer.
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Letters to the editor

Leave our holidays alone

In response to (“Re-examining Thanksgiving,” Nov. 14): It seems as though every time I open the Mustang Daily, there’s a new staff writer whining about how Europeans Americans have misspent our holidays. I’m tired of it. Get over it.

First off, I noticed that Ms. Walsh’s name wasn’t a Native American name. Whose real are you trying to kiss? Yes, the Native Americans got holstered – we all know this – but it’s time to move on.

Now for your little history lesson. Currently, only one tribe of Native Americans in the early 1600s. Not all were friendly. Many tribes did live peacefully with the English, and many did help the pilgrims survive their first few years in the new world. To say that “we” killed the same people who helped us a few months later is ridiculous. By the way, when we were all little kids and we described as Native Americans and Pilgrims for our school plays, I would consider that appreciation.

Why don’t we all holidays except the politically cor-
tect ones? I sure hope Ms. Walsh doesn’t fire for Independence Day. Let’s not celebrate Memorial Day and Veterans Day. Forget national holidays, forget died for everything we have, they fought for an oppressive and hyper-

Mascot issue boils down to power

I hope that we, as college stu-
dents, are able to look past the 
obvious and question the way 
thing are done in our society.
The argument about Native American imagery being used as mascots goes beyond the obvious. It’s the control. When a group of people 
complain about their imagery, it is not necessarily a matter of representation. Our native people have been 
forced into a way of life in which they have no control over, and our sportsteam’s use of imagery to make money.

Tony Bagota is a city and regional planning senior.

Recognize what’s worth fighting for, Editor

I wish to write in response to Matthew Stahl’s letter concerning sports team mascots (“Team mas-
cots can be degrading,” Nov. 16). I am an avid sports fan and a firm believer that all human beings are created equal. It is my feeling that supremacy has no place in a nation that was founded to include citi-
ens from all nations and ethnici-
ties. I must say, however, that I find no practical reason to make a political judgment about something as simple as the name of a sports team.

Professional sports, as we most all be aware, are simply a form of entertainment. Why do basketball and baseball teams make millions of dollars a year, while many Olympic athletes are lucky to get an occasional endorsement deal? How is the world they’re the ones paying them. How many people do you know who recently plunked down $250 to see an after-
noon watching the 400 meter relays? My guess is not many. Professional sport teams exist to entertain us.

Why am I making this compari-
sion? I am trying to bring hy-

One cannot have a healthy society and healthy economy in attack only one fraction of a much larger network that exists in many forms. So I give you this challenge Mr. Stahl that represents the entire picture. Are you willing to consider that the Leprechaun mascot of the Notre Dame Fighting Irish would also be considered offensive under your argument? All after, it is according to your definition of “offensive.” They will get some people to think about the its, but will not make, or not, on Nov. 24. Others will ignore and go about their spending without thinking about the unequal worldwide distribution of wealth. People feel that is their right. Yet, what is America to do about this unequal distribution? Is buying nothing going to stop it? Does overconsumption cause the unequal distribution? I think America and other wealthy nations have wealth because of the resources available to trade and a free market. Third world nations aren’t poor because Americans got hosed — we all used to categorize a group of people. The word “Indian” is used to described in her article (“Native Americans got hosed — we all used to categorize a group of people. The word “Indian” is...
News

SOA
continued from page 1

there's always this feeling I get," Elliott said. "I'm not Sarah anymore. I'm one of the thousands of people who all feel the same way." New graduates have made inroads against the SOA. Weidner also conceded that the protest's momentum to the movement started with Bourgeois. Only 11 people joined him for the first protest in 1989, a reaction to the murders of six priests, their companion and the SOA's daughter by Bourgeois. While said. "Someone has to do something about this, and the SOA, while saying. "Someone has to do something about this, and the SOA, while saying.

The SCjA will officially close on Dec. 15 and reopen in January under the name, Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation (WHISC). The Defense Department defines it as a Spanish-language, professional education and training facility for military, law enforcement and civilian officials. Bourgeois and his supporters believe the new name is only different wrapping on the same package. They have vowed to continue the protest, "without a doubt, the controversy for the most important needs of the customer—Service, Support and Solutions. Extron Electronics is based. As an industry leader, Extron is committed to maintaining an outstanding level of quality services our customers have come to expect from us. To help ensure our continued growth, we are continually striving to find like-minded individuals who are looking for a rewarding career as a member of the Extron team.

Extron Electronics is a leading manufacturer of high-technology, accessory products for the audio/video industry. Extron's hallmark is a service and solution oriented approach to integrating computer and video systems through innovative products such as computer-video interfaces, switchers, distribution amplifiers, computer-video scan converters and high resolution cable. Service, Support and Solutions... These words have helped build the foundation on which Extron Electronics is based. As an industry leader, Extron is committed to maintaining the outstanding level of quality services our customers have come to expect from us. To help ensure our continued growth, we are continually striving to find like-minded individuals who are looking for a rewarding career as a member of the Extron team.

Extron People
Extron realizes that the individuals, it employs, determine the strength of the company, are our most important asset and are what set us apart in this competitive market. Our thorough team method of interviewing potential candidates is designed to identify team players. The "Extron People" are easily identified, and their influence can be witnessed as you tour the building and experience the workplace. Extron hires the best people and trains them to the highest standards of the company. Extron enjoys a great work environment. This is just another aspect of what makes Extron such a unique company.
Smith signs with Pistons for $2.25 million

DETROIT (AP) - Joe Smith, declared a free agent in the NBA's biggest salary cap case, signed with the Pistons Monday to help Detroit rebuild from the departure of Grant Hill.

Smith agreed to a $2.25 million deal with Detroit for the rest of the season. Had he re-signed with the Minnesota Timberwolves, he would have been able to make a maximum of $611,000.

"I'm very excited to have Joe Smith choose the Pistons," general manager Joe Dumars said in a statement. "He is a consistent player, he's going to be a key part of this team the right way, and to have Smith select Detroit as his home is an endorsement of that." 

Signing Smith, who has averaged a career 14.5 points per game, is a step toward rebuilding the team after Hill's departure as a free agent to Orlando. Last season with the Timberwolves, Smith averaged 9.9 points per game.

Detroit was 4-7 after a loss to New Orleans Friday night. Tim Smith, who has averaged a career-high 9.9 points per game, moved into the starting lineup the last three games.

"We are very excited to have Joe Smith, who has averaged a career-high 9.9 points per game, moved into the starting lineup the last three games."

Detroit, which is 2-13 in games decided by five points or less, is 4-7 after a loss to New Orleans Friday night. Tim Smith, who has averaged a career-high 9.9 points per game, moved into the starting lineup the last three games.

"We are very excited to have Joe Smith, who has averaged a career-high 9.9 points per game, moved into the starting lineup the last three games.

"We are very excited to have Joe Smith, who has averaged a career-high 9.9 points per game, moved into the starting lineup the last three games."
Cal Poly men's and women's tennis teams are homeless for the third consecutive season

By Brian Milne
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

"There's no place like home." Those are the famous words uttered by Dorothy Gale in "The Wizard Of Oz." "There's no place to call home," those are the infamous words mumbled by Cal Poly tennis teams in what seems to be a never ending story.

For the third straight season, the Mustangs are homeless. Not because of a devastating tornado, but because of a destructive parking structure that demolished their old courts, leaving both the men's and women's teams stranded without on-campus courts until at least the end of their season.

"I have a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore," Dorothy said in the classic movie.

And so does No. 1 men's player Brandon Fallon, who has never played a match on Cal Poly soil since leaving University of Nevada Las Vegas three years ago. "We're in no-man's land," Fallon said. "I've been here for three years and I heard about new courts when I was first coming in. I've never seen something take this long."

Once upon a time, the Mustangs rallied on 10 courts behind Mott Gym. But two years ago, the construction of the parking structure scraped six of them. The four remaining courts were barely enough to practice on and weren't enough for match play. Since last season, those courts were upgraded and the Mustangs no longer have green pavement to play on at Cal Poly.

"It's really frustrating," said junior Angie Bagheri, who went 15-11 for the women's team a year ago. "Everyday, I'm reading about the sports complex and all this attention about everything else and I'm thinking, "OK, we don't even have courts.' It's such a joke."

Now, with redesigns and the parking structure complete, construction bids are finally in the works. "We are waiting on the final construction drawings which are due shortly. The anticipated completion in April," said Athletic Director John McChitcheon. Project manager Katherine Dunkla said the project's estimated cost is between $700,000 and $900,000 and will come from the special repairs and minor capital funds.

"The progress has been very slow and average for a project of this size," she said. "It just takes time and it's hard to let people know the time that's involved. The first phase is to identify the funds. In a state pool system like this it's take longer than you want to, but we're very much on track for a project of this size."

The new seven-court facility will include nicer courts, with an expected completion in April. A new artificial turf complex will be added in the near future. See TENNIS, page 7

---

**Scores**

**FOOTBALL**
- Youngstown State 35
- Cal Poly 13

**VOLLEYBALL**
- UCSB 3
- Cal Poly 2

**MEN'S BASKETBALL**
- UC San Diego 67
- Cal Poly 89

**WOMEN'S BASKETBALL**
- Eastern Washington 61
- Cal Poly 73

---

**Schedule**

**WEDNESDAY**
- Women's volleyball vs. Gonzaga
  - at Mott Gym
  - at 7 p.m.

**FRIDAY**
- Women's volleyball vs. Hawaii
  - at Long Beach State
  - at 5 p.m.

**SATURDAY**
- Women's volleyball vs. Oregon State
  - at Mott Gym
  - at 7 p.m.
- Women's basketball vs. Sacramento State
  - at Mott Gym
  - at 7 p.m.